
Why Europe in the Middle Ages Was So
Filthy

Europe in the Middle ages was filthy because the Catholic Church forbid the
people to read the Bible. They didn’t know the importance God puts on
cleanliness.

Our Position Today in the Divine
Program as Revealed in Prophecy

This is the continuation of the series, Antichrist And His Ten Kingdoms – By
Albert Close and the previous post, The Great Harlot’s Daughters.

God has never in any age sent a messenger or preacher to cross, contradict or
make void an interpretation of Holy Scripture revealed to an earlier
generation; as for example in the case of the Reformers at the Reformation.

The early Christians believed that Christ’s Second Coming was surely to take
place in their own days. The Thessalonians even sold their goods and gave up
their secular callings and sat down to wait for the return of our Lord.

St. Paul in 2 Thess. 2:1-12 reproves them for being carried away by mistaken
teachers. He tells them that the Second Coming could not take place until
there came a falling away from the faith of Christ, and the Antichrist, or
Man of Sin, should arise. He then describes the character of the coming
Antichrist and his monstrous claims and blasphemous pretensions, which have
all been perfectly fulfilled by the Popes of Rome. The Pope today claims to
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be the Vicar of Christ on earth!

In 2 Thess. 2:3-9 St. Paul thus describes the twelve hundred years of falling
away during the Dark Ages, and the character of Antichrist during the Dark
Ages and since.

2 Thessalonians 2:3  Let no man deceive you by any means: for that day shall
not come, except there come a falling away first, and that man of sin be
revealed, the son of perdition;
4  Who opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is called God, or that is
worshipped; so that he as God sitteth in the temple of God, shewing himself
that he is God.
5  Remember ye not, that, when I was yet with you, I told you these things?
6  And now ye know what withholdeth that he might be revealed in his time.
7  For the MYSTERY OF INIQUITY doth already work: only he who now letteth
(hinders) will let (hinder), UNTIL HE BE TAKEN OUT OF THE WAY.
8  And then shall that Wicked be revealed, whom the Lord shall consume with
the spirit of his mouth, and shall destroy with the brightness of his coming:
9  Even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all power and
signs and lying wonders,

EXPLANATORY NOTES ON VERSES.

From Irenaeus (A.D. 115-190), the disciple of Polycarp, the contemporary of
St. John, we first hear that the hindrance to the full development of
Antichrist, mentioned by St. Paul,

A. Revelation 16:12  And the sixth angel poured out his vial upon the great
river Euphrates; and the water thereof was dried up, that the way of the
kings of the east might be prepared.

Beyond question refers to the drying up of the Turkish Empire, which
originated in its infancy as a Mohammedan religious Power at Mecca in 622
A.D. and in 1063 as a Religious Political power at Baghdad, which passed the
Euphrates and invaded Asia Minor, Eastern Europe and North Africa. In 1924
the Caliphate or dynasty of Sultans ended and Turkey became a very small
Republic. Gibbon says: “The Turks from Baghdad passed over the Euphrates in
1063, and inundated Asia Minor and Eastern Europe.” Gibbon—X. p. 352. Note
that Gibbon uses the word “inundated”; then read carefully Rev. 8:9, Rev. 16.

B. Revelation 16:13  And I saw three unclean spirits like frogs come out of
the mouth of the dragon, and out of the mouth of the beast, and out of the
mouth of the false prophet.
14  For they are the spirits of devils, working miracles, which go forth unto
the kings of the earth and of the whole world, to gather them to the battle
of that great day of God Almighty.

This evidently refers to the rise of the Papal, Fascist and Nazi Movements of
today. These are three outstanding evil movements in the world. These are
active, not only in the area of the old Roman earth, but all over the world.
The text clearly differentiates between “the earth” and “the whole world.”
“The Earth” clearly refers to the area of Papal Europe and Mohammedan Eastern



Europe, which once formed the Eastern and Western Roman Empires, the area
ruled over by the Popes and Sultans. The West is still secretly dominated by
the Papacy. Mussolini’s chief adviser on behalf of the Pope is Father Pietro
Tachi-Venturi, a Jesuit, Daily Express, 2/9/35.

C. Revelation 16:15  Behold, I come as a thief. Blessed is he that watcheth,
and keepeth his garments, lest he walk naked, and they see his shame.

Verse 15 contains a sharp clear warning shot, like a flash of lightning into
the middle of the text at this time. When we see the three evil spirits at
work gathering the nations of the world to battle, we should keep a very
sharp look-out for the Coming of Christ, lest we be surprised and put to
shame.

D. Revelation 16:16  And he gathered them together into a place called in the
Hebrew tongue Armageddon. This verse reads in the Revised Version “and they
gathered them together,” not “he gathered them.” *Were not these three evil
movements in Germany, Italy and Vatican gathering all nations together in the
War of Armageddon? We cannot interpret until all has been fulfilled, whether
Armageddon is a period of great conflicts, or, a single great battle which
will center around the Valley of Armageddon. Armageddon Valley in Palestine
is only about 25 miles in length. The Battle of France in May and June 1940
extended over 600 miles in length. As Armageddon is to be the greatest Battle
of all history, we must wait until it has been fought before we can interpret
this verse unerringly.

* On this false translation has been built up the interpretation of a future Military
Antichrist.

THE JESUITS, RIBERA AND BELLARMINE, MIX THE INTERPRETATION OF
PROPHECY, 1581—1603.A.D.

In 1576, Gregory XIII. appointed the Jesuit Cardinal Bellarmine to lecture on
controversial theology in the new Roman College. He was a man of great
learning,and the most powerful controversialist the Roman Church has ever
produced. He and Ribera the Jesuit of Salamanca were the leaders in the
Movement in the Church of Rome to change the interpretation of Prophecy. At
the same time that Ribera published his Futurist commentary on the
Apocalypse, Bellarmine published his three volumes of his lectures in the
Roman College in the years 1581, 1582, and the third in 1593. Ribera
published the three editions of his commentary in 1591, 1592 and 1603. These
are now in the Bodleian Library, Oxford.

These works called forth a multitude of replies from the Protestant side,
including that of Brightman, in England, in 1601.

WHAT RIBERA THE JESUIT WROTE 1591—1603 A.D

Revelation xiv., xvii. and xviii.

“Babylon whose fall is here predicted, Babylon the purpled Harlot, Babylon
the Mother of Harlots and Abominations of the Earth, she that has made all



nations to drink of the wine of the wrath of her fornication, this is indeed
Rome; but not Rome Christian, not Rome obedient to the Pope, not Rome
retaining and preserving within herself the See of the Apostle Peter . . . it
is Rome the author and preserver of superstitions, the head of idolatry, the
sink of all iniquity, the most bitter enemy of the Christian name, the
murderer and slaughterer of the saints . . . such as she will be in the end
of the world, after she has fallen away from the Pope.” “ Apocalypsin, cap.
xiv. Ribera Num. 39. Bodleian Library, Oxford.

Bellarmine powerfully supported Ribera, as will be seen by the following
extract from his “Disputations and Controversy.” The Year Day theory then
rising into general notice was first attacked by Bellarmine.

He admits that Rome and her Ten Kingdoms is meant by Babylon in Rev. 17, but
denies that it refers to Rome and the Popes, but to a Rome future, not Rome
of the present, Here is what Cardinal Bellarmine, S.J., wrote 1586—96, A.D.

The Ten Kings who will share among them the Roman Empire, and in whose reign
Antichrist will come, —these will hate the purple—bearing harlot, that is,
Rome, and will make her desolate, and burn her with fire. How, therefore, can
she be the seat of Antichrist, if at that very time she is to be overthrown
and burnt?
Bellarmine continues: “By God’s wonderful Providence when the Roman Empire
failed in the West, which was one of the legs of Daniel’s statue, it remained
safe in the East, which was the other leg. But because the Eastern Empire was
to be destroyed by the Turks, as we have seen, God once more set up in the
West, the first leg, that is, the Western Empire, by Charlemagne; and this
Empire still exists.”

Jesuit Robert Bellermine, taken from a Catholic website.



Here, therefore is proof positive of the origin of the Futurist
Interpretation of Daniel and Revelation. It is not mere hearsay evidence.
This was part of the great Jesuit conspiracy of 1551 to destroy the Church of
England by mixing the doctrines. The following is a copy of the Secret
Instructions issued to the Jesuits of Paris, from the Council of Trent in
1551 A.D.

JESUITS IN THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND MIXING DOCTRINES AND INTERPRETATIONS.

The following secret Instructions were sent in 1551 A.D. from the Council of
Trent to the Jesuits in Paris.

“Ye are not to preach all after one method, but observe the place wherein you
come. In England preach any that are contrary to the Holy See of St. Peter,
by which your function will not be suspected, and yet you may still act on
the interest of the Mother Church; there being, as the Council are agreed on,
no better way to demolish that Church (the Church of England) of heresy than
by mixtures of doctrines, and by adding of ceremonies more than be at present
permitted. Some of you who undertook to be of this sort of heretical
episcopal society, bring it as near to the Mother Church as you can, and be a
means to reduce all in time to the Mother Church.”

The late Father Hugh Benson, son of an Archbishop of Canterbury, confessed
before a vast audience in St. George’s Hall, Liverpool, in October, 1907,
that whilst a Mirfield monk in the Church of England:—

Father Hugh Benson:—”On every point except the supremacy of the Pope we
believed the teaching of the (Roman) Catholic Church, and taught most of her
doctrines, as thousands of Anglican clergymen are doing today.”

Father Ronald Knox, son of Bishop Knox, followed Benson into the Church of
Rome in 1917.

Father Woodlock, the Jesuit, stated that in 1924, that out of 1,345 converts
at Westminster, 1,147 were from the High Church of England, and 144 from
other Churches.—”Catholic Times,” 1/4/27

Father Buggy, of Halifax, states 15 out of 20 converts afterwards leave the
Church of Rome.—‘‘ Daily Telegraph,” 21/10/29. Disillusioned!

Dean Goode, late Dean of Ripon, in “Rome’s Tactics,” shows that part of
Rome’s tactics is to send disguised Roman priests to officiate as Church of
England clergymen, and gradually introduce her ritual and doctrines.

About 9,000 out of the 12,000 Church of England Clergy are Anglo-Romanists
who follow Romish practices and ritual today.

(Continued in The Scholars Behind the Promotion of the False Interpretations
of the Books of Daniel and Revelation.)

All sections of Antichrist And His Ten Kingdoms by Albert Close
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Introduction – The Apostate Church of Rome
Revelation 17 – The Prophetic Portrait of the Church of Rome
The Character of Antichrist and Papal Persecution of the Saints
A Description of the Great Whore of Revelation Chapter 17
The Church of Rome Ignores the Challenge to Disprove She is the Great
Whore of Revelation Chapter 17
The Great Harlot’s Daughters
Our Position Today in the Divine Program as Revealed in Prophecy
The Scholars Behind the Promotion of the False Interpretations of the
Books of Daniel and Revelation
The Mass an Abomination to God
The Meaning of 666 in Revelation Chapter 13
False Interpretations of Divine Prophecy
British Government Hides Vatican War Treachery From Empire
Rome’s Attack on the British Empire and the United States
The Final Revelation to Men by Jesus Christ: The Apocalypse
Who are the Kings of the East Mentioned in Revelation 16:12?
The Revelation an Acted Prophecy – Western Europe and Asia the Stage
The Purple and Scarlet Robes of the Bishops of the Church of Rome

A Description of the Great Whore of
Revelation Chapter 17

The Church of Rome boasts of being a universal Church. The harlot is seated
on many waters, which are nations, and peoples, and tongues.

The Character of Antichrist and Papal
Persecution of the Saints
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Futurists overlook the fact that the Antichrist is not to be an open and
avowed antagonist of Christ, but one professing to be a Vice Christ, a rival
Christ; one who would assume the character, occupy in the human heart the
place, and fulfill the functions of Christ.

How The Vatican Helped Hitler

The Vatican not only helped Hitler to power, but actually acted as a spy-
center for Nazi military intelligence.

The Pope’s Dream of Power

Men die but Satan lives on. The “Man of Sin” of II Thess. 2 is therefore not
a single person, but a string of the most powerful people Satan inspires, the
popes of Rome.
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The Influence of Thomas Aquinas – By
Former Priest Richard Bennett

Thomas Aquinas, the most learned man in the 13th century, combined
Aristotle’s pagan philosophy with Roman Catholic Church teaching.

The Pope And The Devil

The Pope declared that God had arranged for him to meet and sign a pact with
a man whom he (the Pope) knew was little better than a devil! The so-called
“Vicar of Jesus Christ,” should sign agreements with two men, Mussolini and
Hitler, who were little better than devils!

The Catholic Church And Women

All religious systems ruled by priestcraft have subordinated women to a state
inferior to that of men and used them as a means to power.
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The Vatican’s New Place in World
Politics

The Vatican had lost practically all its power; as by a miracle it has
regained its old power and more. Could this be the fulfillment of Revelation
13:3?  …one of his heads as it were wounded to death; and his deadly wound
was healed:

Catholic Vs. Protestant Unity

Evangelical Protestantism holds “one faith,” although its various churches
differ from each other in their forms of government, it has considerable
unity, though not uniformity.

The Papal Church a Political Machine
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So political is the Catholic Church that its religious aspect is a negligible
quantity. In the Vatican the religious aspect of any question is little
thought of. The officials of the Church there are not interested in true
religion.

Are Indulgences Still Being Sold?

One of the historic abuses that fired the indignation of Martin Luther was
the sale of indulgences. They are still being covertly sold today.

The Canonization of Joan of Arc; or,
Rome’s Duplicity

Roman Catholic Church condemned Joan of Arc to death, burned her alive at the
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stake, and then canonizing her as a saint 488 years later! Talk about
duplicity!

A View of Tucker Carlson’s Interview
with Vladimir Putin

Before you get upset with me for telling you something that you may not like,
please let me tell you why I think the way I do.

First of all, I lived in Russia from 1994 to 1997 in the cities of
Novosibirsk in Siberia, St. Petersburg, and Murmansk in the Arctic Circle, to
share the Gospel with the Russian people. And I visited one of the most
remote places in the Russian Arctic, the village of Teriberka. The Russians
were very kind to me and I made lots of friends. It was fun learning to
communicate in Russian and learning the customs and culture of the Russian
people. Russians have a sense of humor just like Americans. They often use
amusing sarcasm to make their point. They’re a well-mannered people and
sometimes corrected me on my manners, something I appreciated.

Besides Russians, I also met the peoples of all the 14 other republics of the
former Soviet Union who lived in Russia. There were lots of ethnic Ukrainians
in Russia including two sisters in Christ from Kiev, my partners in
evangelism to the Russians. I can tell you at the time there was no natural
enmity between Russians and Ukrainians, at least there wasn’t until Putin
came along. Russians and Ukrainians were like cousins, one big family. I
couldn’t tell them apart! All the Ukrainians in Russia speak the Russian
language, and even in Ukraine 1/3 of Ukrainians speak only Russian.

At the time there was still a spiritual vacuum in Russia because of the
demise of Communism. One lady told me Communism and the Soviet government was
her god. She said it was as if her god had died when the Soviet Union broke
apart. Many were disheartened. But because of that, they were open to hearing
the Gospel! My elderly friend from Moscow, Helen, one of the English-Russian
interpreters to Japanese NHK journalists when they interviewed the first man
to orbit the earth, Yuri Gagarin, appreciated all the Bible-based literature
I gave her. I saw a lot of Russians come to know Jesus as their savior!

I also went to other former Soviet Republics, Estonia where I lived for one
month, Latvia for one week, and Lithuania for a couple of days. There’s an
ethnic Russian population in those former Soviet Republics, and they live in
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peace with each other. All the ethnic Russians had to learn the languages of
those countries to earn a living there after the Soviet Union broke apart.
Before that in Soviet times, they were allowed to do business speaking
Russian. Now they are not!

Unlike Belarus and Ukraine then, there was a natural enmity between those
three Baltic nations and Russia! And why? Russian is not their language and
they were forced to join the Soviet Union against their will.

I once passed through Belarus on my way from St. Petersburg to Poland, the
land of my grandparents. Lukashenko was president of Belarus even then! I was
surprised then (1976) to learn that not all of the Polish people like Russia.
Much less now for sure.

I also passed through Ukraine by train from Novorossiysk, a city on the Black
Sea, on my way back to St. Petersburg. Ukrainian immigration officials saw
that I didn’t have a visa for Ukraine, but my Russian friends talked them out
of fining me! I was on a train line built during Soviet times. There were no
borders then between Soviet Republics. The area of Ukraine I passed through
is the Donbas region Putin annexed to Russia. I do not believe it was with
the will of the people there.

Before I went to Russia when I lived in Japan, I met a young lady from Latvia
in Tokyo. I knew she could speak Russian, and because I was studying the
Russian language from NHK radio programs, I wanted to try out my Russian with
her. I spoke to her some words in Russian and she immediately stopped me!
“Russian is not my language,” she said. But there’s no doubt in my mind she
understood what I said.

Once in Tallinn Estonia, I heard a lady scold a boy for standing on the park
bench. At first, she spoke to him in Estonian, and because he didn’t seem to
understand her, she spoke in Russian and he got the point. That was in 1977.
I’m sure Russian speakers in Estonia are less and less and all ethnic
Russians in Estonia are Estonia speakers by now.

Of the 15 former Soviet Republics, only Ukrainians and Belorussians are
Slavic peoples with a language very similar to Russian. It stands to reason
they would get along with each other more. The other former Soviet peoples
all have different languages, and those languages are not related to each
other.

I’m telling you all this because I didn’t know the attitudes of the people of
these countries before I actually lived there, and therefore I’m assuming you
may not know them either. It’s one of the reasons why I was heartbroken over
Putin’s invasion of Ukraine! Not only Ukrainians, but the Russian people
themselves are suffering and dying in this war! I only want the war to stop!

I also want you to know that I like Tucker Carlson. I appreciate his
conservative views. I saw once a video an average New Yorker made when he saw
Tucker Carlson fly fishing in Central Park New York City. Tucker was very
cordial to him and answered all his questions. You can tell a lot about a
person when you see how he treats others.



That being said, I was surprised Tucker went out of his way to give Putin an
opportunity to spread his propaganda.

Putin, a former head of the KGB, is not to be trusted no matter what he says.
I met lots of Russians on the island of Guam where I lived for 5 years. None
of them like Putin! They ALL call him a criminal! And they all support
Ukrainian resistance to the Russian invasion! I know that for a fact. I had a
Russian friend who attended my church in Guam, Alex from a town in southern
Russia near Crimea and the Black Sea, and that’s what he told me. And I met
other Russians in Guam who agreed with him. Some of them actually fled from
Russia to escape prosecution by Putin’s government!

Putin is not merely just a criminal, he’s a murderer of his OWN PEOPLE! The
1999 Moscow apartment bombings were a false flag operation that brought him
into power. Yeltsin appointed him to take over under the condition Putin
would not prosecute the Yeltsin family for ripping off billions from the
Russian government. They are ALL corrupt! And Tucker trusts that guy?!
Incredible!

Putin is the aggressor. He invaded Ukraine. To justify him for the invasion
is a great delusion. To think he’s justified in what he’s doing is spitting
on all the graves of the ones that died in the war so far, the graves of BOTH
Ukrainians AND Russians!!

Lydia from Kyiv was my evangelism partner in St. Petersburg and Murmansk.
Wouldn’t you think she knows the situation better than most Americans who
never have been to Russia or Ukraine? This is what she wrote me:

From my relatives and acquaintances I know how strong and effective Russian
propaganda is. I experienced friends who turned to enemies because they
believed what was broadcast more than the people involved. But the truth is
people from Donbas could travel all over Ukraine freely, speak Russian, and
even get Ukrainian social benefits. Nobody was attacking them either in words
or by deeds. You are smart man, but it seems to me you’ve caught some of that
propaganda. Putin is a liar. And he used the same false accusations to attack
other countries as well. You might’ve known that.
That video you posted about what was happening in 2013, before and after is
not accurate, not true. The same twisted lies they fed and keep on feeding to
Russians and anybody for that matter.
If someone in power is concerned that somebody’s rights are violated (like
ethnic Russians), why can’t he do it the civil way: collect the evidence and
go to international court with it?
Ukrainian independence is what Putin didn’t like and you can get that message
from his speeches before he started this inhuman war. By what can you justify
the targeted bombing of a maternity hospital, and an orphanage, and the
shootings of unarmed civilians?
Why do we have to run from our homes for dear lives to become refugees now?
Every day cities and towns are bombed. Every day something is destroyed in
Kyiv and I check the news in the morning worried sick it might be our
apartment building. I just pray for my parents, sister, and all my loved ones
to be safe. Over 60 of my fellow Kievans were killed, four of them were
children.
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In Ukraine people of different nationalities live together peacefully and we
don’t want anyone’s territory. We want to live in peace and choose our own
course without anybody dictating to us what to do.
The sad truth is most Russians consider themselves superior to Ukrainians and
any other nations as well.
I’m sorry if I sound overly emotional, I actually am and some of the thoughts
are hard to put into words. I didn’t want to offend you in any way, and I
hope you’ll come to the right conclusions.

Lydia apparently thought from something I posted on Facebook that I agreed
with Putin’s invasion of Ukraine. I never did. I made that clear to her in a
reply.

If you have seen Tucker Carlson’s interview with Vladimir Putin, how can you
reconcile what he says with what Ukrainian Lydia says? You can’t. I trust
what Lydia says. She’s fled Kyiv for her life with her daughter Diana and is
now living in France.

Just because Biden supports the Ukrainian resistance against the Russian
invasion does not mean Putin is wearing the white hat! We should not judge
according to appearances! I don’t support Biden or most of his policies, but
neither do I justify Putin in his actions. I think the situation is deeper
than most people realize.

My friend from Belarus, Yanek, another one of my evangelism partners in St.
Petersburg and Murmansk Russia, believes Putin was tricked into invading
Ukraine because he was given false information. He thought the war would be
over in days. He apparently thought the Ukrainian people would welcome the
Russian soldiers as liberators from Volodymyr Zelenskyy’s “repressive”
government! Whatever you may think about Zelinskyy and his government, you
can see that was not the case!

My friend Russian friend Alex says the Orthodox Church fully supports Putin’s
invasion of Ukraine. I hear the Catholic Church is stronger than the Orthodox
in Western Ukraine. Could the war really be all about a Jesuit / Vatican plan
to destroy Russia? I believe Western Europe is controlled by the Vatican, and
the Vatican has failed twice so far to conquer Russia through Napoleon and
Hitler.

Contrary to what others are saying, I can’t see how Putin can win this war.
Even if he takes over Kyiv, it’ll be like the Nazi takeover of Paris. Just
like the French underground resistance was a thorn in Hitler’s side, so would
a Ukrainian underground resistance be to Putin. That’s what I believe.

Historically Ukrainians have more reasons to not like Russians than vice
versa. Millions of Ukrainians starved to death from 1932-1933 because all the
food from their farms was shipped to Russia!

I have lost friends over my view about Putin and the Russian invasion. Putin
is feeding American conservatives what he knows they like and want to hear!
But his only interest is money and power. He’s not in it for the welfare of
the Russian people.

https://www.history.com/news/ukrainian-famine-stalin


I hope I don’t lose you too, but this is how I see it based on what I know
directly from my own experiences in that part of the world and what my
Russian and Ukrainian friends tell me, and not what the media or American
conservatives tell me. I too am an American conservative! But my allegiance
is first of all to God’s Kingdom, the Lord Jesus, and the truth.

Decoding Putin’s Interview with Tucker Carlson

The 7-minute video below is an interview with Jack Barsky, a former KGB spy
in America. He gives insights into Vladimir Putin’s recent interview with
Tucker Carlson about Putin’s assertions about Ukraine, military support, and
diplomatic strategies.

Here’s a quote during the interview from Mr. Barsky:

Mr. Carlson sat through most of that interview like a middle school
student. But at one point he should have been prepared to know that
Putin was just lying. Putin was stating that the war was started by
Nazis in the Ukraine in 2014. That’s a blatant lie! In 2014 there
was an uprising by the people to support the parliament’s decision
to get closer to the European Union. And then Putin’s next step: He
invaded Crimea.

Comment from a new friend on Facebook:

I was very impressed by what this man has to say about why the Republicans
are embracing Putin.

Its all some kind of harebrained gambit to discredit the other
political party. Tucker’s logic for this is something like “If
Biden and the Dems hate Putin, we will embrace him.” Trump and
others play this same game. The truth or what is right doesn’t
matter. The only thing that matters is if “our” team comes out on
top. The underlying modus operandi is “Blow up all our institutions
and our long-standing views on decency and manners, as well as what
is right or wrong. If we are the creators of chaos, we can be the
rulers when the whole thing collapses.” I’m a bit of a liberal, but
I have to say the Dems do something similar, but in an awkwardly
opposite style. They just ignore any major problem that the
Republicans want to fix. For example, Biden’s inaction on the
border and illegal immigration. Also, some Dems also champion new
so-called “liberal” ideas, such as gender reassignment for
adolescents that is widely unpopular and drives many Centrist and
conservative voters away. The extremists on both sides are making
headlines with radical views, and that makes it impossible to do
the things that 80% of Americans need and want; repair bring our
infrastructure up to date, put in place logical, practical,
workable solutions to the border problems. solve the homeless

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jack_Barsky
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jack_Barsky


crisis, make it possible to financially support your family if you
work. (Thanks for listening to my rant � )

May the war between Russia and Ukraine end! In Jesus’ Name!

The US Border Crisis – A Planned
Foreign Invasion

Retired US Marine and a former federal police officer Doug Thornton exposes
the sinister reason behind the US border crisis. A must read!

https://www.jamesjpn.net/conspiracy/the-us-border-crisis/
https://www.jamesjpn.net/conspiracy/the-us-border-crisis/

